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7. Abstract 
Small book on connectives 

Although connectives are small elements of discourse, their study is of great-
est importance owing to their key role in text meaning and coherence relations. 
However, there is still plenty of work to do in their research. First, there is no 
universally acknowledged definition of what should be meant by connective, and 
one can find mostly partial approaches whenever phenomena related to this 
category become the subject of any research. Findings and descriptions of the 
function of connectives and lexical elements in this role contain many inaccura-
cies and unfounded generalisations. The present study is intended to be a contri-
bution to working out definitions and problems concerning connectives by 
placing all linguistic issues to be raised in the adequate, i. e. textological, frame-
work of investigation. 

Chapter 1 deals with the notion of connectives and with the peculiarities of 
their function and use. After a survey of several approaches connectives are 
defined (partly according to relevance theory) as a function in the text structure 
fulfilled by units with a procedural meaning and used for optimizing information 
treatment. This category is identified as one of the subsets of complete text con-
stituent marking functors and to be considered in the largest category of text 
structuring elements. We point out the anaphoric nature of connectives and 
argue for a multi-level representation of the relation of conjuncts. 

In chapter 2 we examine the place of connectives in the linguistic system. A 
certain ambiguity will be unavoidable here inasmuch as we intend to character-
ise not only the function of connectives themselves but also the classes of 
linguistic items usually appearing in this function. In this sense we have to deal 
with the semantics of connectives, i. e. the problem of relation types and the 
interpretation instructions conveyed by different lexical items. As an example, 
one of the basic semantic relation marked by connectives, namely, contrast, is 
defined and described at some length, in order to present its underlying relation-
ships as well as its surface realisations. Contrast can be defined in an exact way 
as a binary relation of concepts founded on negation. It is demonstrated how 
contrast-marking connectives mobilize underlying contents (implications or 
expectations). Since it is often difficult to access these explicitly non-manifest 
contents, there are several approaches to the interpretation of contrast. Apart 
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from criticizing the argumentativist and the syllogistic ones we emphasize the 
role of conceptual schemata. 

In chapter 3 we focus on text structure. After an analysis and demonstration 
of how partial semantic structures of discourse may be muddled up, we take into 
account the difficulties and possibilities of localizing and delimiting the poles of 
connectives. We describe an XML-based annotation tool the use of which per-
mits to put further research on connectives on an empirical basis by the use of 
appropriately tagged corpora. We look for semantic and formal criteria in the 
text structure which are necessary to identify discourse constituents connected 
by connectives in a consistent and unambiguous way. We also reconsider the 
lexical characteristics of items in the role of connectives in order to highlight 
their specific potential for the articulation of a given context. 




